
ENIT, VIDIT, VICIT.’ With these three Latin

words, a third-person version of Julius

Caesar’s declaration at the Battle of Zela in

47BC, Michael Tanner concludes his introduction to

this book, neatly summing up the 14 years during which Steve

Cauthen, the teenage riding sensation from Kentucky, plied his

trade in England. In all truth, he came, he saw and, to the extent

that he won three jockeys’ championships in England and

plundered numerous European Classics and Group 1 races, he

conquered.

Stephen Mark Cauthen was born in Covington, Kentucky on

May 1, 1960, and would be the eldest of three brothers born to

Ronald ‘Tex’ Cauthen, a farrier, and

Myra Bischoff, a licensed trainer.

Steve grew up surrounded by

horses, saw his first Kentucky

Derby at the age of three and often

accompanied his father on his

blacksmith rounds to tracks and

trainers. 

Tanner recounts one tale when

the seven-year-old Cauthen

astonished local trainer Lonnie

Abshire by riding, and subduing,

the stroppiest animal in his barn.

Cauthen loved all sports and was particularly keen on

American football. He wanted to be a quarterback like his idol,

Johnny Unitas of the Baltimore Colts. But as his friends grew

taller he realised he was not cut out for the physicality of

professional football. Thankfully for all of us, he turned to racing.

At the age of 12, he began exercising thoroughbred racehorses

on the Latonia racetrack; just six years later, he would be the only

jockey to be named Sports Illustrated Sportsman of the Year,

having partnered the great Affirmed to the American ‘Triple

Crown’. 

ANNER charts the meteoric rise of Cauthen to that

Triple Crown success and, before reading his account

of the Belmont Sakes in 1978, I’d recommend watching

the race on Youtube. Inexplicably, a long losing streak seems to

have contributed to the Kentucky Kid’s fall from grace in

America, ultimately leading to what the author refers to as his

English Odyssey.

This is a fascinating book, not least because Tanner, as a

follower of the benefits of sectional timing, often refers to

fractions recorded by the many wonderful racehorses ridden by

Cauthen over the years in some of their biggest wins. He refers

to Cauthen as having a Rolex in his head and cites many examples

of when his uncanny sense of timing contributed to winning rides.

As ever with Michael Tanner’s writing, the book is

painstakingly researched and it is accompanied by a number of

appendices setting out Cauthen’s record in the saddle, including

wins in the Classics and other major races.

On a personal level, it recalls two episodes which stick firmly

in my racing memory. The first was watching television with huge

interest to see Cauthen make his English debut at a sodden

Salisbury in 1979; and secondly, that amazing performance by

Arazi in the Breeders Cup Juvenile of 1991, the connection being

that Arazi would later be ridden in Europe by Cauthen.

NTERTAINING and informative in equal measure,

Tanner’s book provides an insight into one of the most

gifted jockeys I can remember watching, and, for good

measure, it recalls some of the fantastic horses which Cauthen

was lucky enough to ride – Affirmed, Oh So Sharp, Reference

Point, Indian Skimmer and Triptych to name but a few.

I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend it to anyone who lived

through the era of the Kentucky Kid’s English Odyssey.
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